Cutting instructions:
From (background) fabric cut eight 4 ½ “ Squares.
From (star) fabric cut eight 2 ½ “ squares,
And one 4 ½” square.

On the wrong side of fabric B(star) 2 ½ “ by 2 ½” Squares, draw a line from upper left to lower Right corner.

Place on a corner of  A(background) 4 ½” square.
SEW On LINE. Press towards corner. Trim Away ¼” from sewn line. Repeat on adjoining Corner.
Repeat with other three 4 ½’ squares.
Square up to 4 1/2 by 41/2 inches.

Piecing instructions:
Sew in rows and then sew rows together
Following layout in diagram. Follow arrows for Pressing directions.
Block should measure 12 ½”